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Oursler, Tony. Ello. 
2003. Fibreglass, dvd, dvd player 
and projector, 125 x 125 x 42cm 

Oursler, Tony. Plaid Doll. 1992. Cloth, 
metal, video projection, Doll: 101.6 x 25.4 
x 5.1cm 

Oursler, Tony. Surface Tension. 2006. 
Fibreglass form, dvd, dvd player and 
projector, 70 x 24 x 44 inches 

Oursler, Tony. Actions Speak Louder Than 
Images. 1998. Fibreglass form, Mixed media 
with video projection 
152.5 x 91.5 x 76 cm 

Oursler, Tony. Features (Skins). 
2002. 24 perspex cubes and single 
DVD projection and 
sound, Approx 1 x 1m 

Oursler, Tony. ASL. 2008. video projection, 
sound,  resin, metal, wallpaper, installation 
dimensions variable 

Oursler, Tony. Climax II. 2005. Aqua-Resin, 
three-video projection, surround sound, 
dimensions variable 

Oursler, Tony. Smiley. 2003. foam, 
fiberglass, resin, projector, speakers, 
media player, 39 x 16 inches 



It seemed television and moving images had captivated the minds of Americans by the second half 
of the 20th Century. The rise of video art in the late 1960s and early 1970s can be thought of as a 
direct response to this. Artists turned this fascination into a medium and broke new ground not only 
with new technology, but repurposing existing techniques to make a new statement. This approach 
can be said for New York artist, Tony Oursler. 

Oursler first became acquainted with combining video techniques with his artistic vision in the late 
70s. Early works utilized technology as simply as recording on video tapes. However, Oursler 
embraced our rapidly changing technology, and put this to use in his works. The technology used 
plays a conscious role in the type of art being made, and reflects the time period. While owing much 
of his inspiration to previous video artists, modernist sculptors like Henry Moore have also 
influenced the general aesthetic of Oursler’s work. Parallels can also be found to Pablo Picasso’s 
cubist paintings.1 The breadth of Oursler’s portfolio paints a history of video art both diverse and 
intriguing. Despite the variety, the connection between humans and technology can be viewed as a 
common theme among all these works of art. 

We can delve deeper into the meanings of his works on an individual basis; how does it interact with 
us? What does it mean to be ‘human’? Whom is in control? And ultimately, what does it mean?2 

Similar to artists like Gary Hill, Oursler’s art must be seen in person to gain its full effect. Many 
pieces are interactive, and often confronting to the viewer. Most famously dealing with projection, 
write-ups and images can only go so far to describe the atmosphere Oursler is creating. His 
projections displayed at the John Buckley Gallery received the biggest response from audiences. 
Oursler creates strange caricatures with out-of-place human features projected onto a bagel for a 
striking look. These projected creatures then interact with the audience with all the subtleties of a 
real person, blinking and all. At the same time, Oursler’s strange monologue is transmitted through 
these pieces. What happens when we question their existence? Should we feel pity for these simple 
caricatures doomed to repeat their brief monolog without end? 3 

At first glance, these works are amusing simply because of the novelty. Many even found the works 
humorous. However, a deeper investigation reveals his work to be more unsettling. The 
juxtaposition of human features in such odd arrangements creates an unsightly image. The audience 
also becomes more engaged with the existential questions posed by the monologue. This art 
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ultimately reflects contemporary culture, and leaves us with images of the media invading our ego 
and consciousness, as well as deeply embedded stereotypes. 4 

Upon further inspection of any modern art gallery, pieces that rely on sound almost come across as a 
contradiction. The environment provides little accommodation to sound through smooth, flat walls 
enclosing the gallery, and hardwood floors. Though Oursler’s work wasn’t made to be viewed under 
ideal conditions. In fact, the voices take on a new meaning when heard distorted through echos and 
interrupting others. This essentially makes it more imperfect and conversational; they become more 
human.5 

While any area of Oursler’s work is subject to the same amount of exploration, his projection pieces 
remain his definitive work. Ello (2003) is a compact piece that speaks volumes. The presence of a 
lone head without a neck or shoulders for support immediately gives off a sense of imbalance. By 
our own standards, a head without a body is thought to be useless. Oursler’s appreciation and 
influence from historical artists can be observed through Ello. The emphasis of grotesque and 
unsightly features stems from medieval art practice, while the presence of a mere solitary head calls 
back to Olmec sculpture.6 

Surface Tension (2006) is a more abstract form that lacks any human recognition, aside from the eyes. 
Taking this into consideration, this piece deals with identity, and how we choose to view ourselves 
as people. The intricate shapes offer a unique canvas, which the image is projected upon. 

One of the more interesting mediums Oursler has projected on is cloth when he projects features 
onto a doll. Plaid Doll (1992) is one such instance of this strange phenomenon. The usage of a doll in 
general opens up the conversation of intercultural communication; a simple doll can have drastically 
different implications to different people. Just look at the usage voodoo dolls, scarecrows, political 
effigies, or a traditional children’s doll. Oursler’s dolls are noted for being very much in-depth with 
emotions ranging from crying and horror to laughter and danger. Sound bits can last anywhere from 
45 to 60 minutes, depending on “mood.” Interestingly, the doll itself is treated as an actor, as its 
conviction varies from unenthused to emotionally charged. Through this piece, Oursler’s mastery 
and psychology and moving image technology go hand in hand to deliver a message that forces the 
viewer to put themselves into the doll’s place and become part of this fantasy narrative.7 

With the piece Actions Speak Louder Than Images (1997), one can’t help but not see Oursler inject a bit 
of his own philosophy into the title. Oursler’s belief is that images have a lasting effect, and that it’s 
the artists’ responsibility to consider the messages they are putting out. The piece itself gives grave 
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implications behind the information one image can portray; we see images of death and despair 
projected on a seemingly unsuspecting canvas. This is another instance of Oursler’s trademarked 
surrealist style of projecting human features where one wouldn’t expect.8 

Features (Skins) (2002) is an example of a piece that makes full use of Oursler’s unique medium. This 
piece immediately draws attention to the projection technique, as the canvas for the piece is 
relatively mundane and uninteresting compared to the different sculptures Oursler has conceived of. 
With motion and sound, a simple geometric form now takes on life as Oursler defies expectations to 
demonstrate that he can give just about anything dark overtones with the content he provides. 

In ASL (2008), the line between art and functionality is taken into question, as images of our pop 
culture are literally projected before us. Electronics, sex, money, and seeking self-realization all tend 
to skew our perceptions upon viewing Orsler’s work. He exploits patterns in art that liken us to 
‘hunter gatherers’ and allows us to be self-realizing. His art essentially identifies the triggers of what 
makes us fear, and uses this to aide our own understanding of art in general. 

Climax II (2005) again provides us with an unlikely juxtaposition of our culture. This time, 
Hollywood special effects are the target, characterized by a humanized explosion stuck in time. Not 
only does this touch on our odd fascination with special effects as a culture, but also the abilities 
we’re able to achieve by the effects. Here we see a simple effect literally become the character, 
possibly a critique of special effect films nowadays. True to the theaters, this piece also utilizes 
surround sounds and high-resolution visuals. Experiencing the special effect as an actual character, 
the viewer must consider the effect of violence in their culture, and the position the viewer holds 
that’s reflected by the culture’s entertainment choices.9 

Finally, ending on a similar note, Smiley (2003) returns to a familiar image of a disembodied head. 
This time, we’re left with something specifically resembling the classic smiley face, complete with 
yellow pigment and exaggerated features, but into the context of a realistic setting. Oursler himself 
was interested in the iconic image of the smiley face as conceived by Harvey Ball. The design was 
seemingly a response to minimalism in fine art; what’s the least that can be done to still accurately 
portray a message/emotion? In the same vein, Oursler attempts too show how little of the actual 
face can be shown to achieve the same reason through his simplified features. Though simplification 
of emotions and features is not as recent as we’d like to think, originally being isolated by Victorian 
Gothics. While Oursler shows an appreciation for the effective design of the smiley face, you can 
also see his critique of the approach as well. The form itself is a caricature that serves to be an 
idealized state of mind, at the cost of realism and proper proportions. Oursler personifies his 
thoughts by an unsettling image of altered proportions and unnatural colors that make the real life 
smiley face something that is deprived of its appeal.10 
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Over the past few decades, Tony Oursler has proven himself within the realm of video art. One of 
the most important parts of an artist is that they know how to evoke interest, and use this to great 
avail. Oursler has ensured that anyone who views his galleries leaves with a clear impression of the 
ideas he is trying to promote. More than that, he encourages self-discovery. Through his critiques of 
pop culture and modern society, he alerts audiences to mistakes of the past being repeated, as well as 
unchallenged ideas embedded in our subconscious. Though unlike most art, Oursler’s images 
literally speak to us and interact with the audience. Challenging images will confront a viewer and 
force them to make their own decisions about what they are seeing. Using the medium of video art 
to it’s fullest potential; Tony Ourlser continues to break new ground in the relationship between 
technology and society.  
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